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1.  Immigrants in the urban landscape in post-Apartheid South Africa
　Immigrants move within the global systems and hierarchical structures 
established by the global cities and in some cases they construct the spaces 
through which they move (Sassen 1988). Nevertheless, for the immigrants, 
there was no decline in the allure of the South African economy, the myriad 
opportunities it offered and the open atmosphere of the big cities of Johannesburg, 
Cape Town, and Durban. Thus, South Africa became favoured destination for 
immigrants seeking economic opportunities despite their illegal existence.
　In the South African large cities after the demise of Apartheid, democratisation 
and the transition of power since 1994, have transformed urban spaces particularly 
since the late 1990s, investment and development financing have continued to 
flow into metropolitan areas in South Africa. The urban landscape once reflected 
racial segregation has been increasingly mixed by different racial and ethnic 
groups. And racial segregation has been carrying more socioeconomic class 
character, as the numbers of white middle class have decreased in the urban area 
and the new black middle class, so-called ʻblack diamonds’ have increased in the 
newly developed gated community and shopping malls (Crankshaw 2008).
　Since the official residential segregation were lifted in the transitional period 
to democracy, non white’s urbanisation has been accelerated in a much larger 
scale than before. At the same time, the urban crime rate has sored rapidly, giving 
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Johannesburg a new reputation as one of the world’s most dangerous criminal 
cities (Hodes 2008). In response to this deterioration, businesses and residents 
have been hollowing out from the unsafe CBD areas, leaving behind inner cities.
　These hollowed out inner-city areas at the same time have experienced an 
influx of foreign immigrants where they could find affordable, relatively old but 
closely located to the city centre, once popularly sought residential areas among 
young urban residents. This has led to the formation of new immigrants’ dominant 
neighbourhoods during the 10-year period since democratisation, a problem that 
has come to define South Africa in the post-democratisation era (Morris 1999). 
　These new immigrants are from other African countries which were not 
immigrant sending countries for South Africa except Malawi and SACU countries. 
Because South African neighbouring countries were once confronted over 
apartheid and formed the front line alliance against white apartheid government. 
Neighbouring countries closed their border but it was eased after 1994, thereby 
business travelling to the South became much easier by newly applied visa waiver 
for neighbouring countries and eased visa application process so that short term 
and long term stayers seeking small business and job opportunity increased 
rapidly. As for immigration from Asia, particularly from China, has drastically 
increased just before and after the establishment of diplomatic relations with 
Beijing in 1998 (Yoshida 2011a)1.
　These new immigrant communities had to face the fierce reality of South 
African urban life. Shortly before the transition to democracy in 1993, we 
observed sporadic conflicts erupted between black South Africans and other 
African immigrants and in the early 1990s other confrontation developed 
between Chinese street traders and black South African hawkers in Johannesburg, 
1 South Africa established diplomatic ties with People’s Republic of China in January 1997. Taiwan 
was recognised as a sovereign state as Republic of China until December 1996. Taiwan and Israel 
supported South Africa’s apartheid regime which was globally criticised and sanctioned against. 
Malawi was also one of a few countries in Africa recognised South Africa’s apartheid government. 
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campaigning the end of Chinese-operated street trades when the African Council 
of Hawkers and Information Businesses called for the forced expel of Chinese 
street traders (Yoshida 2000). 
　For example, in the former black township of Alexandra in the northern suburbs 
of Johannesburg where the immigrants from other African countries concentrate 
and black South African is most closely felt, attacks on African immigrants began 
in 1995 and have continued intermittently since. In 2008, the attacks on other 
African immigrants particularly the immigrants from Zimbabwe, Mozambique, 
Malawi who owns spaza shops2, and other small commercial outlets in the black 
township that began in Alexandra spread gradually throughout the country, which 
lead in an increase in xenophobic attacks on immigrants (Landau and Segatti 
2009).
　These sporadic incidents were all observed in the large cities and suburban 
townships which were zoned as black South African residential area. This 
reminded us the facts most cases job seeking immigrants usually concentrates in 
large cities but at the same time existing immigrant policy are virtually lacking 
spatial approach or current urban policy isn’t coping with massive influx of foreign 
immigrants in the city centre (Landau and Segatti 2011). 
　For example, in the Johannesburg suburb of Yeoville, once it was hip 
neighbourhood attracted creative class in the 1980s and 1990s which now has a 
large population of West African immigrants. Neighbourhood improvements were 
planned for general living environments to support immigrant businesses, and 
districts immigrant businesses were gradually formalised. 
　In the other eastern suburb of Cyrildene, once seen large concentration 
of Jewish community, is now with a large population of Chinese newcomer 
immigrants, where we observe area improvement activities by Chinese community 
2 Traditional township kiosk.
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Fig 1  Northeast South Africa
Fig 2  Central Johannesburg
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organisations. In addition to the activities of community policing organisations, 
schools for immigrants’ children and community halls have been built.
　Given the above facts this article will examine how urban spaces have come 
to reflect the process in which Chinese immigrant communities experiencing 
conflict in the process of their establishment, and have actively sought to integrate 
into South African society through legitimising their physical identity building as 
Chinese and survival activities which sometimes fallen illegitimate and illegal3.
2.  Hypothesising Immigrants as Urban Transformation Actor 
　In this part, the article will discuss functions accumulating in the immigrant 
space. Till recent South African urban policy did not focus on foreign immigrants 
in the urban space however the growing scale of immigrants’ influx and security 
deterioration in the city have been influencing urban researchers and practitioners 
interests in foreign immigrants as an important urban transforming actor.
　Once O’Shaughnessy (2008) identified urban immigrants as one reason why 
African cities have tended to stand apart from modernism. South African urban 
centres were increasingly occupied by African immigrants, which resulting in 
the rapid spatial deterioration of these areas which I would call Africanisation of 
South African cities.
　For example, in the Johannesburg suburbs in Yeoville, low rise commercial 
buildings and residential complexes on the main street were gradually and 
increasingly occupied by African immigrants and living environment had been 
3 In this article Chinese immigrant refers to immigrants of mainland Chinese descent who moved 
to South Africa from the late 1980s. The second and third generation immigrants who were already 
living in the country at that time, including the old overseas Chinese, are referred to Chinese 
South African. In addition, this artcile express immigrants of Taiwanese descent as Taiwanese and 




deteriorated. Even for Chinese immigrants being seen as an actor deteriorate 
community quality and sometimes as depreciating factor of land value. 
　Towards the end of the Apartheid, when the South African urban spaces started 
to become more multiracial and multicultural environment, as South Africa’s 
immigrant spaces have absorbed changes in the dynamism and systems in each 
immigrant’s mother country.
　In this sense immigrants’ spaces can be a mirror that reflect the spatial 
experiences of their inhabitants, and racial divisions in the residential space that 
had been existed under apartheid. For Chinese who had settled in South Africa 
since the 1890s under the apartheid rule to the ʻcoloured’ residential area along 
with Malays and the mixed race populations. 
　On the contrary in the 1990s, the new Chinese immigrants flowed into urban 
areas and settle in the neighbourhood dominated by impoverished black South 
Africans and African immigrant. Both the African and Chinese immigrants faced 
difficult living conditions in the city centre and gradually moved to suburbs 
such as Yeoville and Cyrildene, completely transforming the spaces around 
each commercial zone. These spatial developments indicate that the African and 
Chinese immigrants are played a role as actors in the transformation of South 
Africa’s urban functions.
3.  Spatialisation of Chinese Immigrants’ Influx to Johannesburg 
　Chinese new immigration wave to South Africa, which began around the time 
of South Africa’s democratisation, coincided with the Tiananmen Square protests 
of 1989. Immigrants of this period including many asylum seekers mainly from 
Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces of China, arrived in South Africa via countries 
with its close diplomatic ties to Beijing, such as Lesotho, Hungary and Côte 
d’Ivoire. 
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　In 1992, bilateral economic exchange began before the diplomatic relations 
were even restored, enabling Chinese business sectors and merchants to obtain 
entry permit. This increased the number of Chinese visiting South Africa; during 
the same period, large numbers of Chinese set up street trades and howking in the 
inner-city areas of Johannesburg (Yoshida 2008, 2011b).
　In January 1998, South African government established diplomatic relations 
with Beijing after closing ties with Taiwan in December 1997, following which 
the number of Chinese merchants and tourists increased remarkably and the 
population of Chinese residents began to surge. In terms of the change in the 
number of visitors, in the several years following the establishment of diplomatic 
relations, there was a large number of business visitors. 
　In recent years the number of short term and long term visitors as well as 
visitors holding legitimate resident permits has increased. It is reasonable 
to assume that this change occurred because in the years that followed the 
establishment of diplomatic relations, numerous business visitors from the 
state owned enterprises and other governmental and parastatal entities have 
entered South Africa. Besides a number of small business owners seem to be 
visiting South Africa by renewing their short term permit to set up and manage 
small trades. Besides, Chinese corporate sectors have experienced a significant 
expansion in investment including various construction projects and have 
contracted out to the Chinese construction companies. Consequently, numerous 
Chinese have entered the country with official work permits as well.
　As South Africa’s diplomatic relations with China was formalised, Taiwanese 
immigration peaked in 1995 when the Taiwanese population reached 
approximately 30,000. During the same period, the number of Hong Kongers 
immigrating to South Africa increased as the sovereignty of Hong Kong was 




　Immigrants from Taiwan and Hong Kong toward 1990’s in South Africa tended 
to be much wealthier to the ones from mainland China and had higher educational 
backgrounds, and a large number of immigrants ventured into apparel and other 
light manufacturing industries. These immigrant investors from Taiwan and Hong 
Kong located their manufacturing business in industrial zones in the former so 
called ʻhomelands’, special ʻautonomous’ territory for black South African under 
apartheid regional policy, and also in the industrial estates adjacent to the black 
townships which was also zoned to supply abundant labour to the large cities 
(Yoshida 1994). 
　These immigrants from Taiwan and Hong Kong heavily invested in the 
industrial zones to access low wage labour and settled in affluent white population 
areas. One such area, the City of Newcastle, institutionalised investment 
incentives for Taiwanese businesses at the municipal level, lead to a large 
concentration of investment and immigrants in the area. Newcastle is an industrial 
city in the border area to Kwa Zulu homeland, with a population of approximately 
400,000; however, in the mid-1990s, around 2000 predominantly Taiwanese 
business involved into the area and 70 Taiwanese-run factories were established. 
Furthermore, in 1995, the city elected its first Taiwanese councillor. (Yoshida 
2011a). 
　In order to attract more Chinese immigrants and their housing investment, in 
1992 and 1994, the Dragon City projects were proposed in Bronkhorstspruit, small 
industrial town in the eastern part of capital city Pretoria and in Potchefstroom, 
another small industrial town in the south western part of Johannesburg for 
55,000 housing plots and 500 factory sites development. This new town in 
Bronkhorstspruit were designed to surround the planned Buddhist temple in the 
centre zone4.
4 A Buddhist Nam Hwa Temple (南華寺) was invited from Kaohsiung, Taiwan and founded in 1998.
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　The new wave of Chinese immigrants which arrived in South Africa from the 
late 1990s onwards came from different places and had different experiences of 
living in South Africa compared with the one who arrived by the time of apartheid 
and each group set its root in South Africa’s urban landscape in a different way. 
　The early generation of Chinese community in Johannesburg began to be 
formed, with the arrival of Chinese mine labours and a group of merchants that 
accompanied them. At the beginning of the twentieth century, relatively peaceful 
communities of Chinese merchants and others were formed in the Johannesburg’s 
suburb of Braamfontein, Vrededorp, Fordsburg, Ferreirasdorp and Jeppestown. 
During that time, there were 177 Chinese-run shops in Johannesburg and some 
Chinese business owners had registered with the Johannesburg Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry (Park 2008).
　Subsequently, Chinese mine labours returned to China after trade disputes or 
rather fired while the certain proportion of Chinese merchants remained in South 
Africa and formed small Chinatown like blocks in Ferreirasdorp, just next to 
Johannesburg’s city centre, thereby constructed a core for community activities 
during the apartheid. 
　While Apartheid South Africa kept distance from Communist China and 
established ties with Taiwan in 1949, Chinese immigration ground to a halt. 
Underlying this pause was the fact that Chinese people were classified as 
ʻcoloureds’ under the Population Registration Act, that racial classifications were 
not unified under the apartheid laws—the Immorality Act, for example, classified 
Chinese as ʻAsian’—and that, in any case, Chinese people were subjected to racial 
discrimination as non-whites (Park 2008).
　Park (2008) divided these Chinese immigrants’ population into (1) rich 
Taiwanese who maintained permanent residency and remained in South Africa 
after the severing diplomatic relations (approximately 6,000), (2) the second 
and third generation Chinese South Africans descended from mine labours and 
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merchants (approximately 10,000), (3) urban elites from mainland China and 
(4) a majority of poor people (approximately 300,000). Although characteristics 
vary from generation to generation, the Chinese immigrants are a diverse group, 
including second and third generation residents who speak South African English 
as their first language and new immigrants whose first language is standard 
Chinese and different dialects. The immigrants’ different resident status, education 
levels, settled areas in South Africa, classes, occupations created a multi-layered 
society in which tensions existed among the various communities. Nevertheless, 
the recent sporadic xenophobic violence has ignited a common sense of pride as 
Chinese, leading to the establishment of unity among the groups (Park 2008). The 
next part will discuss this Chinese identity building in the process of Chinatown 
making. 
4.  Legitimisation of the Chineseness in urban landscape
(1) Spatial Symbolisation
　This part will focus on immigrants’ placemaking particularly after settle-down 
and also discuss the meaning of Chinese placemaking in the traditional apartheid 
urban landscape in South Africa which still maintains character of Apartheid 
urban planning. 
　Today there are two ʻChinatowns’ in South Africa. One area which has been 
historically recognised as a Chinatown or recently come to be known as ʻOld 
Chinatown’ in central Johannesburg. This is approximately one kilometre west of 
the Carlton Centre, a symbol of the old downtown area. Old Chinatown served 
as a connecting place between the areas populated by Malays5 and Chinese who 
worked in Johannesburg’s mines and commercial sector from the late nineteenth 
5 Although these people were categorised as Malays in South Africa, they were actually Javanese 
originating from the Dutch East Indies.
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century. 
　After small trading blocks were formed, the area grew into a centre for retail 
and service businesses, catering to mine labours and merchants. The area is 
approximately five blocks long and occupied an area of 10 blocks when the blocks 
to the north and south of the main road are included in the total. Until the 1990s, it 
was virtually the only Chinatown in Africa6.
　From the late 1990s ʻNew Chinatown’ developed in the residential suburb of 
Cyrildene in the northeast of Johannesburg, approximately five kilometres from 
the city centre7. Historically Cyrildene and its vicinity was home to large number 
of Lithuanian Jews, who settled in the process of gold mine development in the 
early 20th century and also who freed from antisemitism in the 1940s, working in 
corporate sectors or professional business such as law firm and accountancy office. 
Before the 1990s, the area was very quiet residential area with a small number of 
groceries and eateries at the ground floor of the flats along the main road8.
　Movement of Chinese immigrants to Cyrildene was started when Taiwanese 
owned restaurant shifted their businesses from city centre and purchased buildings 
on main street. From 2000, the Chinese population in the area increased and 
small business investors concentrated, establishing supermarkets, greengrocers, 
and various service establishments primarily catering to the Chinese community. 
The range of service establishments has also expanded to include barbers and 
hairdressers, ICT services, electronic workshops, traditional Chinese clinics and 
6 The following discussion is based on the results of a field survey which I conducted in 2010 and 
2011 and also in 2017 and 2018.
7 張崇防 .程志良 .馮雪「新華社記者非洲行：南非華人生存境遇全調查」Sep.29, 2006, (http://
big5.xinhuanet.com/gate/big 5 /news.xinhuanet.com/overseas/2006-09/29/content_5152411.htm)
8 The Cyrildene Synagogue, an Orthodox Jewish congregation, was established in 1965.
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dentists, legal offices, immigration consultants, estate agencies etc.9 Consequently, 
the low-rise flats on the main road, Derrick Avenue, were transformed into 
commercial buildings and began to accumulate community functions10. For 
example, hometown associations have established offices in the area, and seasonal 
events are held regularly in the area. Cyrildene is now home to the Southern 
Africa Fujian Residents Association and the local Chinese-language newspaper 
African Times. We also find this type of association in the old Chinatown, there are 
the Chinese Association of Gauteng (formerly the Transvaal Chinese Association, 
with a building of the same name), the United Chinese Club (residential complex) 
and the Cantonese Club (with a building of the same name)11.
9 Approximately 35,000 Chinese people are living in and around Cyrildene; however, it is difficult 
to quantify whether Cyrildene is actually the centre of the Chinese community. For example, even 
if explained in terms of population distribution, there is no ʻChinese’ category in the population 
statistics; even if this category existed, examining centrality through population distribution would be 
meaningless since the centre of population of the dispersed Chinese communities would be a place 
that Chinese people do not inhabit. However, in the Chinatowns, the Chinese food supermarkets, 
barbers and hairdressers, bookshops and shops selling goods such as traditional Chinese medicines 
are used by Chinese people of all generations during their daily lives. 
10 Chen chen,「中国商人在南非海外華人天涯社区」, Overseas Chinese, January 7, 2005. (http://
www.tianya.cn/publicforum/content/outseachina/ 1 /22182.shtml) (All online articles cited in this 
chapter were accessed on February 7, 2012.)
11 「传承中华文化 南非华文图书馆・闵侨书屋落成剪彩」, China News, December 13, 2011. (http://
www.chinanews.com/hr/2011/12-13/3528525.shtml)
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Fig 3  Old and New Chinatown in Johannesburg
　In Cyrildene, community celebrations are held to mark the Lunar New Year 
as well as a Mid-Autumn Festival. In old Chinatown and its surrounding areas, 
community events are held within the second and third generation Chinese and 
Taiwanese communities, including the Lunar New Year Festival, Mid-Autumn 
Festival, Double Ten Day12, Miss Chinese South Africa and baseball tournaments. 
The fact that both commercial and community activities have developed side-by-
side suggests that these spaces have come to play a central role in the Chinese 
community.
(2) Growing Spatial Presence and Images of Chinese  
　As the number of Chinese immigrants increased and their presence grew, 
Chinese involvement in illegal activities gained public attention through the 




media coverage. Consequently, older, the second and third generation Chinese 
communities and even the newcomer Chinese immigrant communities began 
to recognise the image of the Chinese in South African society problematic13. 
Back in the 1970s and 1980s, Chinese involvement in illegal activities once 
became widely known as the media reported cases of poaching for shark fins and 
rhino horns, smuggling things and illegal gambling. In the early 1990s, Chinese 
ʻsnakeheads’ from Taiwan and Hong Kong had established in South Africa and 
the criminal syndicate was found to have been involved in the poaching and 
smuggling of 30 to 40 tonnes of abalone, and canned abalone factories were 
uncovered in the Atlantis area of Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg in 1993 
(Gastrow 2001). This negative image of Chinese immigrants—of underground 
gambling dens and poaching and smuggling activities in the black townships—
has been reinforced by the fact that there exists a large number of impoverished 
Chinese immigrants in South Africa. 
　In particular, from around 1990 to 1998, many impoverished Chinese 
immigrants entered the country via Lesotho and other illegal routes. Some began 
operating street trades in downtown Johannesburg, provoking a negative reaction 
from black South African community with which they were competing urban 
street trading space, as well as criticism from the older Chinese communities, 
which didn’t appreciate the new wave of Chinese immigrants. Furthermore, the 
tendency of the local media to portray Cyrildene as an area of illegal activities 
grew14, with references to a wild west where ʻbullets fly’, brothels, opium dens, 
and criminal hideouts played a role in enhancing and entrenching the Chinese 
13 張崇防 .程志良 .馮雪 (op.cit.)
14 Bullets Fly as Gang Grabs Cash, July 4, 2008, IOL News. (http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/
bullets-fly-as-gang-grabs-cash-1.406980)
　Wang Haibo 2009, 南非约堡政府拟投入八百万兰特改建第一唐人街 , China QW, April 21, 
2009. (http://www.chnal.net/news/list.asp?id=38462).
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image15.
　The older generation and newcomer legitimate immigrants problematised the 
reproduction of this negative image, a product of the sensational media coverage 
and the image left behind by the community in the past, so that they began 
working to construct methods for improving the image of China and the Chinese. 
　The South African Chinese Community and Police Cooperation Centre16 
(Chinese Community Police Forum) established in 2003 conducts activities 
that mainly address public safety matters. In 2003, the Chinatown Management 
Committee was established to work on enhancing safety in the community 
by managing the hygiene standards of the shopping streets and maintaining 
public order. In addition to working to improve the local environment, the new 
committee created bilingual signs in Chinese and English, to raise awareness 
about maintaining a hygienic environment on the main road, Derrick Avenue, and 
to discourage drug-related activities and criminal behaviour.
　In 2006, the committee began planning the construction of two two-storied 
archways, pailou (牌楼 ) at junctions at each end of Derrick Avenue to improve 
the image of the immigrant community and encourage tourism and investment 
while promoting Chinese culture and improving the environment17. Standing 
21.5 meters tall (the height of a seven-storey building) and 40 meters wide, the 
proposed archways were reported to be the largest two-storied gates outside 
Greater China. Donations of around four million Rand (just over 400 thousand 
pounds at the time) were collected, and the plan to begin building the archways in 
15 For example, Illegal Abortion Clinic Raided in Suburb, Jan 14, 2010, IOL News. (http://www.iol.
co.za/news/south-africa/illegal-abortion-clinic-raided-in-suburb-1.470382)
   Cox, Anna, 2008. The Wretched Suburb, IOL News, Aug 6, 2008. (http://www.iol.co.za/news/south-
africa/the-wretched-suburb-1.411281)
16 In addition to resident representatives, the committee includes the Police Secretary at the Chinese 
Embassy in South Africa and the Police Liaison Officer at the Consulate-General in Johannesburg.




August 2010 was announced. The project was suppnted by the Chinese Consulate-
General in Johannesburg18, and Taiwanese descent councillors in the Johannesburg 
city council worked to facilitate the plan19. Consequently, in March 2010, the plan 
was accepted by the council before being approved by the local residents at a 
public hearing in Cyrildene that May20.
18 It is unclear whether financial support was provided.
19 「南非约堡市議会討論通過西羅町将建造中式牌楼」, 29 March, 2010, China News Service. 
(http://chinese.dwnews.com/big 5 /news/2010-03-29/55784392.html)
20 The actual construction was due to begin in November 2011 and finish in March 2012. 「约堡唐人
街“牌楼”实质性进展 下半年有望动工」, June 7, 2010, China News service.　(http://news.sohu.
com/20100518/n272182462.shtml)
Fig 4  Cyrildene New Chinatown in Johannesburg
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1  Cyrildene Archway
2  Fujian Hometown Associaiton
3  Offices of the Peaceful Unification of 




(3) Spatial Criminalisation of Cyrildene
　Local residents remained sceptical about these efforts by community leaders to 
organise the Chinese community, and the municipality continues to view the area 
in question as problematic. The Johannesburg Municipality has recognised that the 
conditions of Cyrildene’s development, caused by the sudden inflow of foreigners 
to the area, and the way in which existing buildings are being used do not adhere 
to the land use regulations. 
　Moreover, municipal office has been encouraging amendment application of 
land use schemes that enable land to be used for different purpose and low-rise 
blocks to be developed into mid-rise, high-density blocks under the Regional 
Spatial Development Framework, the basic framework governing city planning 
4  Offices of the Immigration Service 
and Law Firm
5  Zhejiang Enterprise Association
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in Johannesburg (City of Johannesburg 2007, 2010a). On the other hand, the 
municipal office is also closely observing illegal commercial transactions and 
unhygienic conditions in Cyrildene and conducting monitoring activities in the 
area (a designated ʻhotspot’) under the Integrated Development Programme, a joint 
project involving the South African Police Service, Johannesburg Metropolitan 
Police Department, the Health Department, Municipal Revenue Authority, and the 
Planning Department (City of Johannesburg 2010b).
　When the municipal office examined land use in Cyrildene in 2010, commercial 
activities were found to be violating land use regulations in 32 of the 85 plots 
along Derrick Avenue and the surrounding area. Amongst others 27 of these plots 
housed lodgings. This lodging streets have become bases of living for illegal 
immigrants and sojourners and are considered to serve as an entry point for new 
arrivals in South Africa, which is considered to be a major problem from planning 
perspective. 
　Furthermore, many other forms of land use uncovered in the survey, which 
do not conform to the Spatial Development Plan (City of Johannesburg 2010c). 
22 buildings surveyed by the municipality have been referred to the magistrate’s 
office and seven have been referred to the regional court, with the remaining 
buildings being placed under further investigation.
　The increase in illegal land use and business operations and, more recently, 
the development of an illegal lodging house area is closely related to the state 
of immigrant society. In addition, local residents are concerned about increasing 
property ownership by Chinese immigrants. Sometimes new Chinese owners 
have been refusing to renew rental agreements with non-Chinese tenants and not 
adhering to detailed building standards when rebuilding structures, such as those 




　Local old residents in the surrounding area hold extremely hostile opinions 
about these spatialisation by the new immigrants, which began abruptly in an 
area. Residents have voiced countless complains to their then Jewish descent 
South African ward councillor about the worsening of the hygienic environment, 
illegal parking and the deterioration of public safety in the area22. Old residents 
have been observing the Chinese characters on shop signs all over and the signs of 
the Chinese hometown associations have been indecipherable, making it difficult 
to comprehend who is doing what inside the buildings, and anxiety and distrust 
has been increasing as these incomprehensible spaces continue to expand23. 
Furthermore, since many Chinese immigrants and merchants have a limited 
ability to speak English, distrust has developed due to insufficient communication 
between immigrants and local residents. Local residents can only learn about the 
worlds that exist beyond the Chinese signs through the media, which focuses on 
discoveries of brothels and trap doors leading to fake DVD copying workshops24, 
resulting in a severing of community ties.
(4) Improving the image of Chinese in the old Chinatown 
　In response to these developments, the municipality and the local communities 
as well as second and third generation Chinese began efforts to reform the old 
Chinatown in the city centre. They began by establishing the Johannesburg 
21 City of Johannesburg, City Transformation and Spatial Planning Unit, interview with City Planning 
Officer by the name of Nodier. Note that the city does not request the indiscriminate removal of illegal 
buildings and has identified systematic development and the promotion of the applicable laws as its 
top priorities.
22 Cox, Anna, 2008, The Wretched Suburb, IOL News, Aug 6, 2008. (http://www.iol.co.za/ news/
south-africa/the-wretched-suburb-1.411281)
23 From an interview with former Johannesburg Ward Councillor Shirley Archer from the Democratic 
Alliance.
24 Lee Rondganger, Trap Door Leads Police to Fake DVD Factory, April 4, 2007, IOL News. (http://
www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/trap-door-leads-police-to-fake-dvd-factory-1.321670)
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First Chinatown Association, which proposed a detailed district plan to the 
Johannesburg Development Agency25 and Johannesburg City. In 2002, this 
district plan was approved in the municipal office. The City of Johannesburg then 
announced the Chinatown Precinct Plan, which sought to preserve and maintain 
the historic ethnic character of the Chinatown area. 
　In 2002 and 2003, investment began to preserve and restore historically 
significant buildings as the Cantonese Club restored the façade of its building and 
the Transvaal Chinese Association purchased the nearby Berlin Building. To the 
north of Chinatown is Newtown area, an entire precinct dedicated to culture and 
the arts, and to the South are two large development sites held by Johannesburg 
Land Company26. The area is also well located for the bus rapid transit, BRT 
network, and the city has recognised the possibility of developing the precinct as 
a tourist destination. In fact, once the bid to host the 2010 Football World Cup 
was accepted, the Johannesburg city announced another precinct plan for the old 
Chinatown area in 2006. In 2009, a budget of eight million rand was acquired 
through a collaboration between Johannesburg First Chinatown Association and 
Johannesburg Development Agency to improve roads, pavements and lighting, 
construct a sanitation facility and build two three-metre-high gateways featuring 
dragon poles ahead of the arches planned for New Chinatown (Savage + Dodd 
Architects  2009 ).27
25 The organisation responsible for purchasing, demolishing and selling problematic buildings in 
inner-city precincts.
26 The organisation responsible for purchasing and selling land housing problematic buildings in 
inner-city precincts.




1  Dragon Gate
2  Transvaal Chinese Association
Fig 5  Old Chinatown in Johannesburg
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(5) Behind the placemaking in two Chinatowns
　The changing circumstances of old and new Chinatowns indicate that the city 
planning authorities hold different views on each area. Consequently, intentions of 
the new and old immigrant communities embroiled in these developments. In the 
new Chinatown, Cyrildene, the government has remained vigilant regarding the 
increase in illegal activities and is firmly committed to monitoring and managing 
the area. On the other hand, in the old Chinatown, organisations of English-
speaking (South African) Chinese have specified clear plans for improving the 
community’s landscape based on South Africa’s land regulations and urban 
planning frameworks. It is a process of minority community to be legitimate and 
law abiding through participatory community planning. Accordingly, the city also 
wishes to enhance the area and transform it into a tourist destination while using 
the opportunity of the 2010 Football World Cup to promote Johannesburg as a 
racially harmonious, multicultural city liberated from the legacy of apartheid. 
As part of its inner-city gentrification programme, old Chinatown has been 
consolidated with the Newtown Cultural Precinct to the north and its image as a 
tourist attraction dominates.
　Furthermore, momentum to revive old Chinatown has gathered quickly among 
Taiwanese South African and second and third generation Chinese South Africans. 
However, this momentum would seem to stem from a sense of resistance to the 
development underway in new Chinatown and the establishment of commercial 
and social centrality, illegal and criminal image and the formation of an exclusive 
space cut off from the neighbouring communities, in addition to a growing sense 
of distrust toward the new immigrants and their insistence on communication in 
standard Chinese28.
28 The native languages of the first-generation immigrants were Cantonese and Hokkien, and since 
the children and grandchildren of these immigrants were raised in those families, they do not speak 
Mandarin, the common language of the new immigrants.
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　The Johannesburg city council capitalised on this intent to improve the 
community in its decision to build the gateways in old Chinatown before the 
arches in new Chinatown were constructed. 
　On the contrary in new Chinatown area, the Chinese Embassy in South Africa 
and Chinese government supported the construction of the two-storied archways. 
All Africa Association for Peaceful Reunification of China creates giant signs in 
Cyrildene29. Although this association claims to promote the peaceful reunification 
of China and Taiwan, it could serve as a base for monitoring the overseas 
activities of the Taiwanese. Some African countries, such as Malawi and Gambia 
were used to be pro-Taiwan and neighbouring Swaziland maintains diplomatic 
relations with Taipei; although the South African government has broken off its 
official relationship with Taiwan, economic ties between the two countries have 
naturally been maintained, along with the Taipei Liaison Office in the Republic of 
South Africa30.
5.  Conclusion- Spatial symbolisation of different Chinese identity 
　Two Chinatowns have been established in Johannesburg as Chinese have 
continued to flow into the city over 100 years. Different sections of the Chinese 
community—the Chinese South Africans, the Taiwanese and Hong Kongers and 
the new immigrants from mainland China —have different perceptions of the two 
Chinatowns, which are also influenced by the languages they speak. Perceptions 
vary among the earlier generation of different dialect speakers, the second and 
29 The office for the All Africa Association for Peaceful Reunification of China.
30 However it has been difficult for African countries to maintain diplomatic relations with Taipei, 
and it is becoming increasingly unlikely that ties will be re-established; yet in some places, a large 
number of Taiwanese immigrants exist and solidarity movements supporting the activities of Taipei’s 
independence from overseas have gained momentum. Accordingly, Cyrildene is serving as a base for 
strengthening Chinese monitoring of the Taiwanese political involvement in the region.
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third generationers who were educated in English—together with the immigrants 
from Taiwan and Hong Kong who began to integrate into this community along 
with their children—and the new generation of immigrants.
　Chinese government, South African governments and the Johannesburg 
Municipality have also begun influencing these perceptions of these multi-layered 
groups and the landscapes of the Chinatowns. Chinese Government through its 
Embassy in South Africa has sought to amalgamate the various groups, including 
the second and third generation Taiwanese and Hong Kongers, and its cooperation 
in the construction of the new Chinatown archways stands as a symbol of its 
involvement.
　The new immigrants are seeking opportunities to assert themselves as 
autonomous developers, rejecting an extension of the dynamics of the non-white 
community under apartheid and distancing themselves from the immigrants that 
once mushroomed in the inner-city areas. Cyrildene has seen the development of 
ethnic business and the backstreet lodging area. For the new immigrants seeking 
an opportunity to legitimise their immigration status over repeated short-term 
stays, the Chinese-run budget lodging houses are more accessible than ordinary 
rental properties, for which identification documents and English communication 
skills are necessary for contract signing. Also it’s now home to numerous service 
establishments that open from early morning till late which suit their lifestyle. For 
city planners and neighbouring residents, such locality is difficult to comprehend 
and doesn’t match with planning concept.
　In the post-Apartheid Johannesburg, Chinese corporate sectors and state-
owned enterprises are continuing to invest in, and overall China’s presence in 
the urban landscape is growing. In the northern suburb of Sandton, new CBD of 
Johannesburg, Chinese signboards adorn high-rise buildings by large Chinese 
corporates and parastatal companies; in the east and south of the city, nine large 
Chinese invested shopping malls and wholesalers have been developed.
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　Since the Johannesburg municipality has seen public safety worsen in the 
city centre due to the increase in immigration and xenophobic violence against 
immigrants, it has been unwilling to allow immigrants to flow freely into certain 
spots of the city and increase their presence. Therefore, it is strengthening its 
management of the immigrant districts, albeit within the scope of city regulations.
　Inside the Chinese community, the English-speaking second and third 
generationers are more South African than Chinese and have made strong calls for 
distinctions to be made between them and the new immigrants. They regard the 
new immigrants as a world apart the South African Chinese community, which 
constructed a culture of adherence to South African laws and frameworks from 
the ground up and finally succeeded in seating members in the National Assembly 
and on local councils. The resistance to Beijing’s influence on the South African 
Chinese society is also connected to the community development underway in 
old Chinatown, where supporters are attempting to reconstruct the old immigrant 
group while preserving and renovating the area31.
　Nevertheless, there are 300 thousand new immigrants compared with only 10 
to 15 thousand old immigrants. Currently, the Chinese South African politicians 
are all first and second generation Taiwanese immigrants and most of the new 
immigrants do not yet have the right to vote. It would be difficult to win an 
election in any ward by simply representing the interests of Chinese people. To 
gain the support of general South African voters, these politicians must serve as 
intermediaries between the Chinese community and South African society or play 
the political role of facilitating friendly relations with China as it continues to 
invest heavily in the country. In a sense, the fact that the Taiwanese South African 
municipal councillor was invited to the organisation monitoring the peaceful 
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unification of China and Taiwan in Cyrildene was a symbolic event32.
　Despite the fact that illegal land use has increased, the community has 
voluntarily established the Chinatown Management Committee and a community 
policing organisation. Moreover, it is urging Chinese people and businesses to 
comply with the various laws and regulations. Businesses are making efforts to 
comply with land use laws and have begun submitting land use amendment and 
building conversion applications, and an increase in the capacity to raise standards 
is expected in the long term33.
　Many residents in the nearby neighbourhoods feel distrust and anxiety about 
the formation of an exclusively Chinese area. However, the inflow of people and 
financial resources is overwhelming, and both the city council and the neighbours 
are being pulled into this wave. And the influence of relations with China in 
urban policy and placemaking has become clear which makes municipal area 
management more difficult. But under current relations with China and its heavy 
influence even on local planning, urban researchers and practitioners should be 
more sensitive to foreign relations and immigrants as other important actors of 
urban transformation. 
32 「南非政壇　升起華人新星」, March 22, 2006, YCWB.  (http://www.ycwb.com/big 5 /content/ 
2006-03/22/content_1091456.htm)
「约堡市孙耀亨议员關注西罗町联合执法检查行动」 African Times, 27 September, 2011, 非洲在
線 . (http://www.africantimes.info/newshow.asp?id=9558)
33 From the perspective of Johannesburg’s city planning, some blocks of New Chinatown remain an 
illegal area and some officials have problematised the construction of the pailou gateways to beautify 
illegitimate and criminal images; however, Taiwanese South African councillors intervened to obtain 
approval for this construction in the city council. On the other hand, local communities also feel that 
the exclusive occupation of the area by Chinese people goes against the city policy of creating a city 
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